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Agenda
• What does User-Centered Design (UCD)

mean at Berkeley?
• How do you do UCD?
• UCD applied to Web Video Tool



Berkeley’s User-Centered
Design

• Focuses on understanding:
– Who are the users?
– What are their goals?

• Goals drive a person’s actions
• Tasks are things a person does in order to

accomplish his goals
– What are their pain points?

• To drive design







User Research
• Ethnography and empathic research

– Observation & interviews
• Study users in their context
• Centered on users goals and activities
• Look for patterns



Modeling
• Make sense of research findings

– Personas
– Activity Diagrams
– Communication Flows

• Gain consensus early on…before any
design happens

• Shared language & vision



Requirements Definition
• Refined based on:

– User needs
– Business goals
– Customer needs

• Scenarios



UI Framework Definition
• High level design

– What pages do we have?
– What panes need to exist within the pages

and how do they work together.
– What design elements are included in each

page, pane, etc.
• Holistic Design
• Allows for iterating on the details



 UI Design
“Design is the conscious and intuitive effort

to impose meaningful order”

• Interaction design AND visual design
– How does it behave?
– What does it look like?
– How does it make users feel?

• Wireframes and/or mock-ups



Development Support
• Constant communication

– No throwing it over the wall
• Constant iterations as we learn more from

development



User-centered design process

 Research
 Modeling
 Requirements Definition
 UI Framework Definition
• Design
• Development Support



Web Video Tools
Problem Statement

• The problem:
Content students use for studying and completing assignments is no longer
solely in text form; video and audio are becoming increasingly common. The
way students approach media content, however, is often quite passive:
They simply view the video as they would a TV show, and listen to audio as
they would a radio show. Students that do wish to take a more active,
intentional approach and to apply known effective study techniques
(including highlighting and returning to significant points and ideas)
have difficulties due to the opaque nature of the media.



WVT Problem Statement,
continued

• Affects
Students that use video or audio content to study or complete
assignments

• The impact of which is
Video and audio content isn’t being used to its full potential for
teaching and learning.

• A successful solution would
Provide tools that enable students to mark points in time in video
and find points for purposes of review, reflection, study, and
completing assignments.



Research Activities
• Surveys

– Faculty (10)
– webcast.berkeley users in UCB classes (254)
– Worldwide webcast.berkeley users (132)

– Observations
– 3 students using webcast
– Café, lecture

• Interviews
– 3 students
– 7 faculty members



Surveys told us:
• Bookmarking and video download are

the features that are of greatest
interest across the board

• Searchable captions, chaptering, and
Powerpoint sync are the features most
highly rated by webcast.berkeley
students.

• Annotation is less popular than bookmarking.
• Interest in knowledge sharing tools is relatively low.
• The general webcast.berkeley audience is the only one

highly interested in being notified about posting of video.



Interviews & observations
told us:

• Greatest pain points are finding specific spots in
webcast lectures

• Powerpoint slides are often-used reference point for
finding

• There’s administrative overhead in marking down
time code for getting to or returning to specific points

• Students replay specific segments to aid in
understanding, creating study sheets, etc.

• Students jot down notes while watching
• Students look at more than one webcast in a sitting



• Personas
– Archetypes representing

needs of a larger set of
constituents

– Based on research

• Activity Diagrams
– Model existing user behavior and

interaction with the system

Modeling Activities



Primary Persona
Lisa Ng: Conscientious Student

• 2nd year undergraduate
• Planning to go to med school, so doesn’t feel she
can take risks with classes
• Rarely uses webcast as a replacement for class
• Relies on computers in lab on campus
• Use of webcast is primarily for studying for exams
• Good study skills: When studying with text, uses
highlighters to mark parts she’ll want to be able to find
again & to identify key points or points of confusion.
• When doesn’t understand what happened in class,
uses webcast to review
• Refers to PowerPoint slides when studying

Academic goals:
•Get into Med school
•Feel confident walking into exams
•Be as efficient as possible

Personal goals:
•Stay healthy
•Have time to spend with friends



Activity Diagrams



Activity Diagrams



Requirements Definition
Activities

• Context Scenarios
– High-level, no interaction details
– Focus is on how the user can achieve her goals

• Requirements Matrix
– Identify necessary product characteristics and capabilities
– Largely driven by context scenarios
– Development team NOT the main audience
– Covers data needs (what does each persona need to see), functional needs

(what actions do they need to take), any other considerations



Context Scenario 1:
Getting Back to

Confusing Part in Lecture
• Lisa is in lecture and realizes she’s confused when

the instructor starts talking about mitosis.
• She wants to be sure she’s able to go back and

review the areas she’s not clearly understanding
• Later that day she opens up her bSpace course site

and goes directly to the webcast for that day.
• She reviews the portions of lecture via the webcast

she needed clarification on.



Context Scenario 2:
Studying for Exam

• Lisa has an exam coming up and wants to create a study sheet she
can use for the next week while on the elliptical @ the gym.

• She gets out notepaper, her textbook, and her binder with PPT “notes”
pages and gets comfy on the couch.

• She starts reviewing the powerpoints and notes from the lectures after
the last exam. As she does this, she’s making notes (summarizing
important topics) on her notepaper. (This will become her study sheet).

• As she’s making her way through the slides she decides it would be
useful to hear the instructor’s explanation of DNA replication again.

• She goes to … a point in the webcast where that ppt slide is, and
listens. One sentence he says seems to encapsulate the concept for
her, so she tries to get it down word for word. Since her prof talks fast
and does not always use lay terms, she relistens several times.

• After she feels like she understands, she adds some notes in the study
sheet.

• She sees that there were a number of segments that she’d highlighted.



Requirements Matrix



UI Framework Definition
Activities

• Key path scenarios
– Incorporate functional and data needs into the

scenarios
• Table of Needs and Elements

– Abstract out specific elements from the key path
scenarios

• Sketch of interaction framework
– Still no details
– Rectangles! (Panes)



Key path scenario 1



Key path scenario 2



Table of Needs and Elements



Sketch of
Interaction
Framework



Next Steps
• Design (detailed, iterative)
• Development Support


